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April. 17 ~ 19
I,
Fri- 7:30
Sun- 1:30·& 6:00
At 'I11C Door
Slud"IlIS w/phoro 10: Non SI','dt"Ill:.
SI,OO single fc uture S2,OO SIIlIlII' fNUu"
SI.5U double ft"'lIurl' $2,5U doubl« fc alur"
0 r one Ticket lIooklel Tlckel
The ticket book1etls ~vallable aube
S.U,D, Info Center or IIttbe door <ithe
mo\'ie ami has len tickettl- esch good
for len sitlAle or double fealUrd.
More than VIle person can lIhare a ticket
booklet. and booklets are R'llOd for both
Ihe fall ~ spring\movie (caIUfcs; The 'lilt.' Siudent ProgrllhllllJoard is always
price Is 55 for studenls wilh phoeo 10, ready for IlI'W Illl"n~lt"rs. If you're
51!l for non "MenIS. , . interested, call 3H5·3297,
• SOUP
• SALAD
• SANDWICHES
• DEER '
• 'lIME
.• SODA
~12,alockSO~
ofUnlv.tslty
'on Broadway
MQn-Thur 10:30 am',to 9 pm'
Frb.$at 1'0:30 Ol"(.l to 10 pm
' .. j
Broadway Ave, Just2 blocks from Bronco Stadium
""",,~.~,l. 'J)"
stARTS FRIDAY!
John Boorman's "EXCALIBUR"
Nigel Terry' Helen Mlrren· Nicholas Clay' Cherie Lunghi- Paul GeoffreY.ndNicolWilliamson
Executive Producers E~gar E GroSS.nd Robert A. Eisenstein. Directed .nd:Produccd by John Boorman
mMANNTHEATRES~..' ··MANN4~. •• 1037. OVE"LA~D.0. . EXCLUSIVEENGAGEMENT!
ScrccnplaybY Rospo PaUcnberg ond John Boorman
~~~~d Adapted from Malory'sLe Morte Darthur s, Rospo.Pallenberg " lkhnkolar"
A.Oltlort /'Icru... ........ C ,.. i"'....ro .." c_, AU",", _ .... ,
t,.,w WA""I~ '''Q~0,A~.''''tCOM"'-I.l"~.t~.,c~,
" FOR WID N ~ 5 DAY, B 0 , 5 ,I' 5 A" T I RNA T" V I ' p' A' P I R '
DIE·TlIIRDPAGE
$lOOHII<E, EXIGENCYDECIDED
DON BARCLAY more lind more fee increases as time goes
AN'ALY' SI'S,'on ..Through fees the finonclolly stroppedIdnho government has found 0way to casetheir financial woes; and they can -be
During the State Board of Educotion expected to toke' advantage of the relief
meeting held in Moscow on April 8th, 9th, those fees offer whenever they ore pressed
and 10th, two decisions of malor flnancially.
significance to' the future of Idaho higher Although the $100 fcc Increase und tho
education were made. One of these probability of future Increases seem like the
decisions was to Implement a $100 fcc bad news, they arc only the start. The
increase, the other was to declare financial reully bad news Is that despite (ill the fcc
exigency. Both decisions arc Indications of _hikes the quullty of Idaho higher education
the direction, to some the disturbing is still going down, In addressing the board
direction, Idaho cducatlon will be taking, last week, the Idaho college presidents
and as such bear careful examlnntion. presented a grim story of cut-buck
The $100 fcc Increase is the most fuculties, fewer essential services, and ~,
Immediately felt of the two decisions the over-crowded programs, It was ill the face
Board made lust week, and the most of these financial problems that the Idaho
, unpopular with students. Opposed by college presidents asked for, and received, a
students trom the very start, the fcc hike declurntion of II state of flnnncial exigency
will make It even hnrder for the average from the State Board. . By declaring
student . to nttend lduho colleges and flnuncial exigency the Board will allow
universities. Fee increases (the first of udmlnlstrntors to cut programs und layoff
which was the $50 Increase upproved lust faculty nnd stuff without going through the
December) became essentlully' Incvitable normal channels required to make such
when thc first revenue shortage projection cut-bucks. Even tenured faculty can be 1....::111------
was mode In lute August of 1980. The luld off with only a 30-duy notice under a
recent $100 Increase was a direct result of dcclnratlon of fluanclnl exigency.
the State Legislature appropriating $11.7 Boise State President John Keiser told
million dollnrs less for higher education the board thnt Iinanelul exigency should
thun the State Board requested. It came as have been declared two years ago, when Dr. Keiser: Two years 100 latc?
no surprise to those who had beeft"""ldaho colleges first started to hove serious --.-;.----..----------.:..----------------~I
following the sltuntlon when the fcc was flnnnclal problems. -All of the other Idaho not be known until the university presidents
Instituted last week-most State Board college presidents ugreed for the need of present their cut-back proposals to the
wn\chers were predicting severnl weeks ago finnnclal exigency, liS did ull four of the Sta~e Bonrd nt Its May meeting. For
thnt $100 wns the amount the Stnte Bonrd faculty representatives from the Idnho students exigency could mean fewer clnsses
would approve. Schools. Mike Clevelond, Doise State to choose from, the loss of an entire
The recent fcc hikes were mnde possible University's fnculty representntive, reo progrl\lll ..of study, or the loss of a fayorlte
by u change in the definition of wlmt ported thnt the faculty of Boise. State professorl. Another major drllwback of
cOllRtltutes fees. Previollsly fees could not reluctantly supported a declnratlon of financial 'exigency Is thnt It hus a
be used to cover institutional costs; such I1nnncial exigency on the condition that tremendous notential for nbuse. Uecuuse
usc of fees WIIS considered tuition, and "muxlmum flexibility be given to each the decision of who and whu! is to be cut
tuitlon for Ill-state students Is prohibited In Institution to solve their problems." lies In the hnnds of very. few ndministrators,
the Idnho Constitution. By chullging Cleveland said thut exigency hnd the stigma it is possible that fllculty nnd stnff could be
prohibition the flood gute for fee Increnses of u "bnnkrupt system of educntfon" nnd lnid off for non-academic rensons (politics,
has been opened. Not only cnn students could lessen the meaning ofa degree from personal' dislikes, outspokenness, etc.)
expect the current fcc hike to be permanent 1II1 Idaho college or unlv~rsity, but without going through the normal
(ns Bonrd member Gene mll1er warned nt supportcd It If it wns nbsolutely nccessary. processes thnt protect university employces
In~t week's meeting~,' students can expect The real impllet of financlul exigency will from, such discriminntion. Even tenurcd
ALUMS SEEK FU,NDS RACIST STIRS CLASS
LINDSEY LAFONDON BARCLA Y 'NilS being paid out of fnnds donated to Ihe
The Boise State' University Alumni Ass(ieiutlon by Indlvldlinl men,bers 01' the
AssociatIon. Theoriginnl pledge mllde by
Associntion Is seeking $1.50 per s\lmester the former President 1'0 the Association for
hike in student fees to generille funds for
Alulllni Associntlon activities. The $1.50 thePllvilion WlIS for $50,000, but WIIS
fcc incrense would be lidded to the $1 per reduced to $211,000 by the AlnmnlAssocilltion Board of Directors because the
scmester students uro currently pllying'
towllrds AlumniAssociutiolll\ctlvlties. The $50,o<XIpledge could not be met by the
alumni. '.
student fcc hike must be approved by the Nally defended the proposed fee.lncrellse
Idaho Stllte Dounl of Education before It for the AlulIlni Assllcilltion, saying that the
Clln go into effect. - S . .On TuesdllY, April 14, the Boise Stllte alumni oflloise ,'tllte, "were groWlJIB \1\ .
Student Scnate voted to snpport the $1.50 nUlllber but nut-al'l'luent yel. There Is udesperate need to keep the, Association
fcc increase by II 6·1 margin, with senutor golhg in ,its blossoming staBe." Nally told
Helen Holt voting uSliltist supporting the the !yew.'" tluit the money' from the stutlent
fcc lind senlltor Burt Worrell abstalnlng.Other student leuders have expressed feelnercllse would be used prlmurily to hire
. ' ' 'I' i 1 ludln Student a secretary to keep trnek of the locution of
opposition to the eo I c " ,g Bohle State IIIul11111with uny surplus used
Body President, Sal1y I homns lind for Qfflcc expenses:
Vice-president Bet!l Young. ". In the ,prev}ous year the Alulllni
Young said shequestiollcd, "the vulue to Associutlon received' upproxlnllitely
students .01' the $1.00 fcc w~/lr~/r~~~nt.1,1', $1'i,O(j()In student lIloney lUld $10,000 In
puylng tor the of!crntl?n, t. A.. ~, dues and donut Ions from members of the
Association. The only,tlme 01 the yeur Ass~c1atlon Sehoillrships 'the Alumni,
students ure real1y awa~e of student· A~~ltlemlc Awards uunc;l;et lind travel.
oriente~lactlvHles being generated .frpm th,~'rhc Sltluries of Nlllly lind of ihe sccrcturles
,\Iumnl Association Is at homecoming. of the Alulllulassocilltion arc paid with
YOll\l~ also stilted tlll\~ the AIlJI~nl stllte flUids.
Assocllltion wus appronclun8 students lor Nnlly culled the fee Incrcllse 1\1\
the $1.50 fcc h.lerellse beellUSc the investment for students. "You're a student
~ssociatlon ,,::uslill~nl\nclultroublc over It~ for three or four yeurs, but -Ilnuiumni
11II1ureto ~ullI~1a pledge of $28,000 It mudc forever," Nnlly said. He 'udmlHed ihnt It
:for the USU IlIvlllon. ,',', was not a good time to be nakIng, for u fee
. Alumni Association Director Dyke Nully Increase Ubut we've wuntedthe lnerenso
,denies thutthe student fce Increaso request for two ~eurs and It hus never-been u g\lod
is being motlvuted by. the Alum'li time 10Wlk for the Increase.
Association .l'lcdge to the, Pavlllon. Nally toA dollur per student eO\lld
suld that the Alumni Association pledge . • t
In II little-publicized visit, the pllstor of
the Church of .Jesus Christ-Christian ArYlln
. Nations spoke to n socinl psychology c1nss
nt BSU on April 9.
Dresscd· in the dnrk blue nnifol'llls of
thcil' controversinl church, Richard Ilutler
and two olher members visited the class 10
eXI,lain lis gonls.
Using the words "territorllli impem'
tiv\;-," Butler snid that there is n ."natural
social order" being violated by the
intern~ngllng of rm:es lind cultures.
. Butler c1aimcd' thllt both Abrahalll
Lincoln lind Thol\llls Jefferson favored the
separntlon lind deportation of Blacks from
the United Stutes. Rcferring to Jefferson,
he said, "I hnve his orlglnalwrilings • one
of three I think thut exist in theUnltcd
States." .
Speaking of his fellow c1crgymen, he
suid, "I, hold n\lllly, so-culled preachers in
utter contcmpt becullse they wlllnllt prcllch
the relll word."
, Butler identified the Alyunrace as ·the
only relll llIinority. snyinll, "My enemies
lire not the Blucks, thc Indian, the
Asian ... they are seeking the sallie thins :I.~I
11111." He,llnid thnt he IIdmired Black nctivist
Stokely Carmichael, claimlhg thaI there
wns"no difference" hetween their
philosophies. '
Emotions flared IIsnutler responded to
~lucstlons from the uudlellce, and 1lI11nyof
his stntementsellclted protestill\d debllte.
He clulrited that he.I'doesn't know the
prinCiples underwhlehJc:W~ were killed by
., I ,tic uddcd,thut the World War'
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faculty arc vulnerable under 1\ dcclaratlon
of exlgeiley.
Working from the assulllplion thllt it Is
better to save what can be saved ot the
expense of what Is eliminated, tinunciul
exigency is delinetely u \a~t resort--It is
burning the lIX handle to keep the tire
going. Wilhont exlgcney the whole systcm
of higher education IIlllygo down the tubes;
with it, lit lellst pllrt ~lf the systelll is going
down for certllin. The results of exigency
arc unproven and uncertllin, but now tllnt it
hns becn declared it is certnin thllt there will
be IIlnjor c11anges in the very nuture of
higher educutlon in Idllho.
11 exterminntion of .Jews by the Germnn
governmcnt was historicul "myth" nnd did
not occur. Given the power, ht: wonld
sepilmtel\1I nlCCS, using forcc when
neccssnry.
Hillier spoke lis one who is lIccllstomed to
the ulltlwrily of the PUlllit. "Elich race is n
scparate species, II .he slIid. "Hybrids nrc
dClrimentalto all bloodlines."
llljtler WIISarrestcd on April 26 of IIISI
ycar for refusing to lenve the RodewllY Inn,
where)lls group, had intcnded to hold l\
meetin'g.RodeWuy 1Il1lnagcIIlcnt had
refused ''\'' lei the group meet on the
premises. Arrested with Dut.ler were two
other men, charged with currying concealed
weapons.
BSU FEE
INCREASES
The Rising Cost Jr Attending Doise Stute.
Resident··Full·timc:
Fall 19aO--$239 per semester.
Spring 1981--$289 per .lelllester.
Full ,1981.-$339 per selllestl~r.
Non·resldellt--Full-timc·;
Fall 1980--$979 per selllester,
Spring 1981··$1139 per semcster.
Fall \981-·$11119 per-scmester.
Pnrt.tlmeond summer fees have gone up
from ,$30 per, credit hQur to$41.S0per
.. ¢redl~ hour from FnU.of1980 W. filII pf.
"l..198lr,,: ..,·,... , .-,_\ .;I",\.-.!~'.::.' ,', t' \.1' i ,f ;~,";f
I'
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"The only gnu that's fit to print. "
'Don Barclay-Editor
Business And Advertising
Brad Martin-Manager
Cathy Clarkson--Office Manager
Shelly Moore-Receptionist
David Muskc-Comptrollcr
News
Marianne Flagg-News Editor
Meg Fercdny-Associmc
Laurie Johnston-Associate
Sports
Bud Humphrey--Editor
,Entertainment
Chris Eynon-Editor
I'hotos
Dick Selby-·Chief
Greg Jahn-Lab Technician
Copy LAyout
Connie Roseo--Chief
Lindsey LaFon
-Laura Hibbs
Shelly Moore
Thomasene McCleary
Ad l.IIyout
Tcrcasa Guy --Chief
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Andrea Wilson--Chief
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Brad Martin
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Dud Humphrey
The University News is published weekly
by the students of Boise State.
Contributions and advertising are soU-
cited; the editors reserve all rights. Offices
are located on the 2nd floor of the SUB.
Hours 8:30 to 5:00 Monday through
Friday. 385-1464'
NEWSST ANI>S
17 On ClImpus
Albertson's: Franklin Glenwood
Droadway Washington
Anthony's: Cole
Buttrey's: Main
Cobby's
Co-op
D' Alessandro's
Dcsmondand Mollie's
, Koffee Klatch
M&W Murket: Collister
Main Post Office
Music Works
, Record Exchange
Safeway: Vlstll
Smith's Food King:
Broadway State
SUlJSCIUl>'f(ONS
Get a full year of The Unlvertilty News
for $3, delivered to your door by an agent:
f the U.S. government to boot. Allow
thllt agent two days to aleck to deliver
"-: News.191O Universit Dr. Boise 10,
3725
Name: !/. I
Address:
I
<rity St. Zip
!
COMMON SENSE-
Idahoans for Common .Sense was
recently formed as u- counter-force to the
New Right in Idaho.
We believe in pragmatic, objective
solutions to problems facing our state and
nation .. We believe those problems cannot
be' solved by simplistic slogans advocated
by the New Right.
We believe the New Right's approach to
the social, economic, and political future of
this country are based on fear and despair.
Their negative attitudes can only turn
American ideals into a perfect nightmare.
Idahoans for Common Sense' believes
that our state should not be influenced by
single issue, negative-based organizations
from other statcs.Iikc .virginia. We believe
Idahoans have more common sense than to
be, duped by extreme right leaders like Terry
Dolan of the National Conservative
Political Action Committee. who said:
"Images arc important, not' the issues ...
we're hoping the negatives will stick ... the
voters may not remember. why they arc so
upset. "
Idaho and America do not uccdncgative
attitudes permeating our society .. We-need
positive, approaches from representatives
who have vision for all Amorlcans lind not
reactionnry solutions that only bolster thc
status of II handful of people.
lduhonns for Common Sense invites all
inquiries. We arc sure the response will be
great, for lduhouns lire sincerely seeking
chungc, but in II positive, forthright
manner.
Inquiries can be made by writing to or
calling: .
IDAHOANS for COMMON SENSE
216 North 8th //610
Boise, Idaho 83702
(208) 344-9161
Sincerely,
Chet Hawker, Coordinutor
ACCESS RIGHTS
Now thllt the State Board of Education
has resolved .• for the timc, at least -- the
qucstion of student fcc increllses, students
have the opportunity to work on their own
behalf in anlletive rather ihana reactionary
rolc. Dnring this past ycar, we have only
becn ablc to rencl to ontsidc forces nnd
cvcnts, bnt we Illnst tllke SOIllCinitiative if
we arc to accomplish onr own gonls.
Thosc goals should be protcction of
studcnt lICCCSSto higher educlltion. Access
includes, of course, both 10w-IIs·possible
costs nnd IIvailllbility of classes. The
following four steps arc necessnry to
protect that access. '
I) each of \IS Illust bcgin NOW to work
on the Idllho Legislilture to get adequate
funding for higher education during the
next session;
2) student leaders should work with the
board to put a policy establishing the top
limit and the increments to reach that limit
of what students will have to pay to enter
Idaho's colleges;
3)students and the board should work
, together to define tuition by statute;
4)finally, we should work to switch from
paying fees -- which go for non-academic
items -- to paying tuition _. which supports
academics -- the reason for our attendance
at BSU.
Unless we take these steps, the political
climate will sooner or later force further
board action which willeliminate access to
'more students -- action in the form of
higher fees or of reduced classes. But if you
wait for your student leaders to do the work
for you, forget it. There is too much to be
done, to SIIY nothing of the foolishness of
waiting around for someone else to assume
the responsibility for your opportunities in
life.
place now.
There has been a lot of wailing about this
syndrome, a lot of wringing of typewriters,
and suggestions that this indifference is
somehow prophetic~-another fall of the
Roman Empire, but The Idaho Statesman
has come to the rescue. While munching on
my soggy Cap'n Crunch this morning, I
turned to the editorial page for the latest in
"clear thinking." Lo and beholdl Like the
U.S. Cavalry coming over the horizon I
find a collection of letters written by Helen
Wilson's fourth grade class at MI;Kinley
School. I IU1d heard news reports of how
grade school kids were scarcely giving the
news a "big-dell\." Not so these kids; one
child wrote" I started crying inside like a
thunderstorm." Other reactions were-
"my heart pounded," "I felt sad," "I was
shocked" and " .. .my eyes were so big."
It is obvious then that there is some hope,
We arc not merely II group of jaded
psychopaths, indifferent to the violence
that surrounds us. Someone cares, a fourth
grade class assuredly, but someonel
Let me not leave you with the opinion
that all is sweetness and light. Some of
these kids, whether of their own accord or
as a reflection of what they hear lit horne or
on the television arc not just shocked by
what they sec, they arc already part of the
problem. There were statements such as "I
felt like killing the guy ... " and "It made me
want to hang the guy."
I hope for their sake and ours that Helen
Wilson has her class go over their leiters
and talk about what they mean. I would
hope that all the Helen Wilsons in this
country talk about this in cluss and that the
children grow up to know II nation where
the horrible is not the commonplace.
Quotes From the Statesman. April 11. 198/
Sally Thomas
ASB President
4TH CAVALRY'
Statesmen to the Rescue
The attempted assassination of the
president has caused many of us to take an
inward look at ourselves lit the slime time
that we lire glued to the. tube catching all of
the gory details. Many of us arc comparing
our reactions with those that we
experienced 11.1 the time of the Kennedy
assassinations. My neighbors lind friends
huvc all agreed liS to one point; what WIlS a
shocking experience then, seems common-
• IQIl"'""" Nklld.
. "Apparently I've Just wreck£'d the molecular structur~ 01 DNA."
THE SALE KEEPSMARCHING ON!
BOB'S. BICYCLE SHOP
'expires' L**aY;'A-Ways** Financing
4-10-81 30 day,llmlt available
620 Vlsta-342-3881---Vlsa_MC-3707 Overland-345-1482
t .... .. '," • • ',' ,'"
1\.9. Price
$23995
./~~ .................__..... ......... ..............._.FIII
.:..~ t. '. f . I: • I
CENTURION EXECUTIVE
12"Speed
$199°0 I\eg.' Price
$23995-
Don Gadda
M P UC A
Our Classifleds
Work
SUBINFQ
CENTER
EARN ,~--;
BSUCRED~
in
LONDON, ENGLAND
AVIGNON, FRANCE
COLOGNE, GERMANY
__ Study-Travel-&. Homestays
Studies Abroad Office,
LA 212
The Boise State University n)~~~~~~~~~~~~
School of Business is offering two
real estate seminars in its
, continuing: Program for Real
Estate Education and Develop-
ment (PREED). The first seminar
is on real estate finance and is
scheduled from 8: 15 a.m, -5:30
p.m. April 22, 23, 24, lind 25. The
legal aspects of mortgages,
brokerage regulations, ethics, and
major sources of funds for real
estate will he discussed.
RELAX-The Parking Control Office has
issued the "following announce-
ment: Parking Control Officers
may usc their discretion in the
towing away of vehicles. This
practice may be invoked where
vehicles arc obstructing the flow
of traffic, from areas marked
yellow, reserved spaces, fire lanes,
or a continual violator.
A continual violator is a person
who accumulates 3 or more
parking violations. Continual
violators arc subject to towing
until all violations arc cleared with
the Parking Control Office.
(ADMIN. BLDCi. RM.118)
Towing is done by Poor Boy
Towing, 403 S. 3rd SI. Boise,
Idaho, 83702. All towing fees
must be paid in cash at Poor Boy
Towing to obtain the vehicle's
release.
A designated parking space
consists of two yellow painted
lines connected on elthcr end by a
third yellow; the curb, or the
roads edge. IF WHERE YOU
PARK DOES NOT MEET THIS
CRITERIA DO NOT PARK
THERE!
Saint Alphonsus Hospital Aux-
iliary Scholarship - Candidate
must be enrolled in a health-care
field of study. $400. Submit
upplication and two letters of
reference to: SI. Alphousus
Hospital Auxiliary, 1055 North
Curtis Road. Boise, Idaho 83706.
DEADLINE 4/25/81.
Home Builders Auxiliary Scholar-
ship ~ Applicants must be
[duho-residents enrolled in n field
of study related to home building:
Air conditioning/Refrig &
Hcadng, Architecture, Drnfting
Technology, Engineering, Con-
struction Management, and Real
Estate. $500. Submit application,
grnde transcript; three letters of
reference, and a personal state-
ment to: Home Builders Associa-
tion of Southwest Idaho, Inc. c/o
Auxiliary Scholarship Cornm.
P.O. Box 2200, Boise, Idaho
83701.
DEADLINE .4130/81
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"From the beginning he was~ symbol of the crisis,
an anonymous, blindfolded victim being taunted by an
enraged Inanian mob soon after militants seized the
U.S. Embassy. During the next 141h months, his
picture was published again and again as emblematic of
the ordeal of all the American hostages. The blindfold
was finally lifted, and he was identified by friends and
relatives as William Earl Belk." (Newsweek, Jan. 81)
Belk will share his experience with the citizens of the
State of Idaho in an exclusive lecture May 1, 1981, at
8:00 PM in the Student Union Ballroom at Boise State
University. Tickets go on sale April 13. Prices are
$5.00 for general admission and $2.00 for Boise State
full-time students. For further information ontickets, or
additional appearances, contact Student Programs
Board at BSU, 385~3654.
THE FOURTH ANNUAL
INTERNATIONAL STUDENTSA seminar 'on the fundamentalsof shipping and receiving wll1 be
offered Saturday, April 25 by the
Professional Development Pro-
grams of the Boise State
University .School of Business.
Cost of the seminar is $40 per AAUW - Mini Cassia Branch -
person, or $35 for those who Female Juniors or Seniors from
register before April 15. Besides Cassia or Minidoka Counties who
program costs, the fees also are enrolled in an Idaho College
include a lunch provided by the arc eligible to apply. $200. Submit
University's food services. For application, and, College Grade
more infonnatlon,or to register Transcript to : Miss' Ellen Maio
for the seminar, Interested per- Oberholtzer, "Scholarship Com-
sons should contact Harry Hoch, mlttee, ,AAUW, P.O. Box til,
director of BSU's Professional Barley, Idailo 83318
Development Programs, Boise DEADLINE 4/23/81
State University, 1910 university
Drive, BOise, Idaho 83725, (208) Name &EIlglblUty,Requirements -
385-1293. American Association of Univer-
sity Women- Twin Falls Branch>
Dr. Donal~ D. Smith, Boise will offer this scholarship to 11
State Univer~ty professor of Magic Valley female student
psychOlogy lill.S pUblished a entering her Junior, year. Must
suspense novel about the Berlin have 2.8 OPA or better. $200.
Wall. Tho thriller "UQderCover Submit applicntion and two
of Darkness" Is, set. In 'the written recommendations to: Beth
opposing worlds of East and West S.Hedrlck, P .O.BQX 685., Twin
Berlin where word of a revolu- Falls, Idaho 83301.. '
U:;:t~lo~n;ar~y=,, n;;uc;;l;;ea;;r=d=ls=co=v=e=ry=,IS:='=D=EA::,=D=L;::IN=E=';::4/;::2;::S/=8;::1;:::.==:=:: :!.J "_.I11_•• ~._ .. - .. Iii__•••••••• - •• I111•• ··'"\,1.; ~."";'.;-:-':_ ,~. _: -, -; ~.~, ~;~;~:~.~. .r,".;.;~.~;.:••.~~:.:iJ
FOOD,. SONG AND ,DANCE FESTIVAL
APRIL 19th SUB BALLROOM 7:00PM"
STUDENTS $4.50
GENERAL -ADMISSION $8.50
OR $10.00 AT THE DOOR
TICKETS AT SUB INFO BOOTH OR
BSP VISITORS CENTER·
MAHqROGUN,
AN EPIC
"Roots," "Holocaust," "Shogun" and "Masada"were so exciting that my wife,
Glynda, and I can hardly wait for the new, new, new tee-vee mini-series now in production.
It's called "Mahorogun." And it's got everything. '
Mahoragun, which will run six hours nightly for two weeks, is the saga of Kunta
Ginseng, who sails to Japan sometime between 100 and 2000 years ago in search of his
ancestry. - ..
He is captured by Roman catholic priests who attempt to force him to learn latin so he
will forget all about his Ginseng roots. Fiercely independent, he refuses to submit. "I will
conjugate the verbs," he says bravely, "but I must decline the nouns."
For this statement, he is severly punished (and rightly so). But they cannot break his
will, which is written in a secret code, and eventuaUy heescapel with the help of the one
good Caucasian Japanese goy in the series. '
After innumerable rapes, parboilings, beheadings, be footings and other ignominies,
Ginseng faUs in love with Kizzie Flavius, a beautiful black geisha. She patiently teaches
him Japanese, origami and, intermediate Yiddish I-A.
He becomes fluent in origami and leads a band of origamists in a desperate attack on the
powerful Natsi family shogunate, which has cornered the market in Ginseng roots.
Mortally wounded in the bloody battle, Ginseng barely reaches the house of TItus
Sushimi, the one good Roman in the series, who is hiding Ginseng's daughter, Chicken
Masuda, from the Natsis. '
Chicken Masuda, a real Italian dish,is a 32-year-old virgin. "I vow to go to my grave as
such," she says, "so that my story ~ill go down in history as "The Glorious Holdoutof
Masada.' "
"'But you must have children so that some 20th century author can make a fortune
searching for Ginseng roots," says her dying father.
This is why Chicken Masada marries Eleazarben Yule, an Episcopalian zealot. Eleazar
leads .11 little band of other zealots (Baptists, Congregationalists, etc.) up to the top of
MountFuji, where they open a Christmas tree farm. ,
But the Natsis will not leave themalone. The Natsis demand that the zealots stop
growing Cbristmas trees and convert to the practice of bonsai.
"Never'" cries Eleazar. "We will die before we cut off our rootsl"
TIle Natsis lay seige to the Christmas tree farm for seven years. At last, the zealots are
betrayed by the one bad Jewish Japanese Black Caucasian Roman in the series.
The happy ending comes when they all faU on their pruning shears rather than
surrender. This is a happy ending because after that Glynda and I wiU be able to shout
something at each other besides: "It's onl"
FEE REQUESTS
MARIANNE FLAGG
The AlumnlAssociation of Boise State University currently receives one dollar per
student, per semester, to conduct its activites. At the last meeting of the State Board of
Education on April 9, an item-appeared on the State Board agenda, requesting that an
additional $1.50 be lifted 'from student's pockets to help fund the Alumni Association. At
the request of Student Body President SaUy Thomas, -the issue was removed fromthe
agenda. The matter may possibly resurface at the Board's May meeting. '
The ASB Student Senate, the body of elected officials bestowed with the honor of
representing students endorsed this latest in a long line of fee hikes by a 6-1 vote.
Budget-balancers wince at the public practice of going to the government though for
hand-outs, yet few.voice even moderate concern over what is becoming an almost religious
journey to the student pocketbook. In a moment of financiai sickness and disarray, the pool
of student funds is Lourdes, and the line of people wanting a curds steadily increasing.
Fifty bucks here, a buck-fifty there. "They'll never miss it."
Yes, they wl1l. The question of how worthy the Alumni Assoclation is ofreceiving student
funds is one to be answered at a later time. No organization wishing to secure student funds
should be allowed to do so without full and open public discussion, and no organization
wishing to seriously be considered a "Senate" should endorse a fee hike without seeking a
hearing to assess the opinions of its constituency. '
If students are interested in letting their Senators know how they feel about this potential
increase-and if they have the energy and money left to make the phone call-they may reach
their senators at 385-1440.
ARTHUR HOPPE
(Copyright Chronicle Publishing Co. 1981
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Alfred Hitchcock's "Family
Plot" will be aired on Thursday,
April 16 at 8 p.rn. on channel
seven. The plot involves two
couples whose paths are close to
crossing. '
The screenplay is by Ernest
.Lehman, and the movie was
filmed in 1976. '
"Saturday Night Live" will
feature the "Grateful Dead" this
week, Saturday at 10:30 p.m.
Onthe
TOWN
The BSU Theater Arts Depart-
ment wi1l present "The
Philadelphia Story" April 24-May
2 at 8:15 p.m, in the BSU Subal
Theatre. Fred J.. Norman will
direct Philip Barry's popular
comedy of a rich man's spoiled
daughter. The box office will
open April 22. Reservations may
be made by calling 385-1462 from
3-6 p.m, weekdays. General
admission is $3.50, and senior
citizens, students with activity
cards and BSU personnel will be
admitted for $1.50.
PIANIST Madeleine Hsu and
the Boise State University Brass
Quintet will perform in the final
program of the 1980-81 BSU
faculty artist recital series Friday,
April 17, at 8:15 p.m. in the BSU
Music Auditorium. Tickets wlll be
available at the door at $3 for.
adults, $1 for students and senior
clttzens, and free to BStJ students
and personnel. .
George Frederick Handel's
"Messiah", performed by the
Bethany Oratorio Society and
accompanied 'by the Bethany
Symphony 'Orchestra, will be
aired on Sunday April 19 at2
p.m, on channel four.
"Antony and Cleopatra" will
be aired on channel four at 8 p.m.
Monday, April 20. Shakespeare's
love story of Cleopatra and Marc
Antony will star Colin Blakely as
Antony and Jane Lapotaire as
Cleopatra. .
Art classes for adults and
children arc being offered at Fort
Boise Community .Center. The
types' of classes range from
pottery to photography. Info:
Boise "City Rec, Art Center,
384-4128 or 384-4486.
"Rauschenberg in the Rockies" is
on display at The Boise Gallery of
Art through May. 10. The
exhibition is comprised of 48
prints executed' between 1964-
1979 by one of America's leading
contemporary artists, Robert
Rauschenberg.
"Head East" will appear in
concert with "Rampage" at the
Bouquet Hav,ana Club April 20 at
7 p.m. and at 10 p.m, Tickets arc
available at Musician's Pro Shop,
the SUB Info Booth, and The
Bouquet Havana Club. The price
of the tickets is $9.50 advance and
$10.50 at the door.
R A D o
The "Original Midnite Snak"
on KBSU will feature "The
Concert's for Kampuchea" on the
Dangerous Musik Show Wednes-
day IOp.m. -Za.m, .
Nina Kahle and Scott Jones,
singers and songwriters, will give
a humorous concert Saturday
April 25, at 8 p.m. in the SUB
Ballroom. Tickets arc $4 for
general admission and $2 for BSU
students with activity cards and
photo identification. Tickets are
available at the SUB Info booth
and will also be available at the
door.
"Brainwaves," an evening of
dance by Boise State University
dancers will be performed April
18 at 8: 15p.m, in the BSU Special
Events Center. The program. is
choreographed by BSU students,
directed by Barbara Boylan, and
will depict various dance. styles
including ballet,' modern, jazz,
oratory, and improvisation.
Tickets will be available at. the
door for $2.
RQad
Tri
April Wine, Lover Boy, Doc
Holiday April 23; at the Salt
Palace.
Airsllpply, Fire/all April 9, at the
BYU MyriadCenter.-
Ted Nugent. May_4, at the Salt
Palace.-
Dr. Hook. April 1~., at the
University of Utah Special Events
Center.
'.
'David Crosby, April IJ,12, at the
Euphoria.
Jimmy Brif!el, April 16, at the
Memorial 'Coliseum.
April ,Wine, May 8, at the
Paramount.
SPOKAN E
John Kay; Steppenw~if, April 8,
at Gatsby's.
Head East, April 21, at Gatsby's
REO Speedwagon, May 3, at the
Coliseum. "
Van Holen, May 31. at the
Coliseum.
SEATTLE
George Carlin. April 22, at the
Opera House.
Parlament, April 29. at the
Paramo·unt.
REO Speedwagon, May 2, at the
Coliseum. ' .
April Wine, May 9, at the
Paramount.
Van Halen, June 5, at the
Coliseum.
Marcel Marceau. April 16, at the
Opera.
. Jimmy Brif!et, April 18, at the
Arena.
GUESS WHAT?
THEAIR
IS BaCK FOR
"
THI SECOND·
WEI.
AT'IHE
~;;:
EXCLUSIVE
ENGAGEMENT!
NOW SHOWING
.NIGHTLY 7:15& 9:15
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.. .On April 25th from 8:30 a.m,
to 4:30 p.m, there will be a series
of presentations that examine
status offenders or juvenile
dellnquents and their problems in
growing up. This series is free and
will be held in the Idaho Ed.
Assoc. Bldg. at 620 N. 6th.
Continuing, Education Units are.
available for the program with a
$5 fee paid at the time of the
presentation ...
i'
\
APRIL 22-25. 1901
BOI BE HtGH AlJOtTORIUM
8:10 p.m.
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... Superstar productions will
present Jesus Christ 'Superstar,
April 22-25 in the Boise High
Auditorium. For reservations
phone Boise Allied Arts Council
at 344-7585 ...
...TheSecond Annual Spring
Carnival will be held Sunday,
April 26. The carnival is held to
promote the activities of student
organizations at BSU and to
promote the products and services
of retailers in the Boise area.
Carnival starts at 10 a.m, and will
be held on Capitol Boulevard if
the weather is good, the SUB
Ballroom if the weather is bad:
For info call 385-1944 or
385.3554. Sponsored by the
Resident Housing Association ...
... The Boise State University
Trivia Bowl will take place during
the week of April 20 with the
Grand' Championship slated for
April 23rd. There are openings for
16 four-person teams to compete
in the Bowl. People interested in
competing in the Bowl should call
the Student Activites Office at
385-1223. Trivia matches will be
held at 11:30 p.m, to I :30 p.m,
and 5:00 p.m, to 6:10 p.m ....
... Boise Little Theater - The
Time of Your Life by William
Saroyan, directed by John Elliott
_ May 15, 16, & 19-23. Student
Night Tuesday, May 19. Box
Office opens May 11.' Call
342-5104 for reservations ...
." Registration is in progress at
Fort Boise Community Center for
a country Jitterbug dance class,
taught by Dick Cochrane and
Stephanie Summers, April 22 and
29, 8-10 p.rn. $8.00 per' couple.
Out-of-city, $10 per couple. More
information: Boise City Recrea-
tion Department at 384-4256 ...
... The Boise State University
Department of Theatre Arts is
presenting The Philadelphia Story
a Romantic Comedy by Philip
Barry. Shows will be April 2
-May 2 in the Subal Theatre at
8:15 p.m, Box office opens April
21, for reservations call 385-1462,
3-6 p.m, Reservations will be
honored until 8 p.m. on the night
of the show. Tickets are $1.50 for
'students and senior Citizens,
$3.50 for general admission ... ·
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... There will be a trip to the
Ashland, Oregon .Shakespeare
Festival from Friday, June 12 -
Monday, June 15 (4' days and 3
nights). The cost of $80 includes
transportation, lodging, back-
stage tour, and ticket to Henry
IV, Part I and Two Gentlemen of
Verona. Registration is April 6 to
May 15 at the Student Activities
office on the 2nd floor ·of the
Student Union. Trip open to BSU
Students and spouses only. No
CHILDREN. Price doesn't in-
clude meals ... ',,'
... The Student Programs Board
will be showing the film Breaking
Away on Friday, April 17 at 7:30
p.m., and on Sunday, April 19 at
1:30 p.m, and 6 p.m, All shows
will be in the Ada Lounge of the
Student Union ...
... The Internatlonw Students'
Annuw Food, Song, and Dane
Festlvul will be held at 7:30 p.m.,
April 17 in the Student Union
Ballroom. Tickets are now on sale
at ,the Visitors Center on
University Drive. Student tickets
are $4.50, .General admission
tickets are $8.50 in" advance,
$10.00 anhe door.v.:
...The Intramural Depart will
present Campusfest:' a skills
contest- for everyone. Campusfest
will be held on April 23, from
II :30 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. on the
BSU Soccer Field. Pick a partner!
Win prizes! Support your inter-
mural department. ..
•
Introductions Are My Pleasure!
'I :; ~:~1iGem State Singles ~
. • ''flJ1 l.e~itil1l1'U~ncrerrul Service ' ~.
Esther I. Smith P.O. Uo'x (,944, Hollie. Iduho n:l7()7
J/IHI II "lwIII' 1~1I1I1U1'liy -:175· 7·',:12 - :175·5:Wt,
Cai~.f.InJ
BecJY11,e 1/
qiffeJ~
Your campus food service would like to welcome you with a special gift,
Buy $1. 50 worth ()ffood at participating locations and get eight coupons, each good for 25¢ on future
food purchases of $1.25 or more. Stop by soon toget the details and a welcome gift,
Also Redeemable
at your ~
campusl'~
university lood servicesSaga
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Most of the schools incorporating the
, two-model approach are small, western
colleges like Christian Heritage and West
Valley College near San Jose. But recently
professors at Baylor, San Francisco City
College, San Francisco State, and Michigan
State also introduced a creationism unit
into their'evolution courses.
Bliss sees the spread of creationism to:
colleges as "inevitable," given the number
of secondary school systems that embrace,
the theory. According to Bliss, "at least'
18" state legislatures are considering bills
that would require public schoolsto teach
the Genesis account of creation whenever
evolution is taught. The National School
Boards Association puts the number of
legislatures at 15.
But while Bliss says creationism is "just
good science" and wonders how well-
informed scientists could object to it, Dr.
Jack Carter of the National Association of
Biology Teachers says his organization has
always been vehemently against any
teaching of creationism: He adds that "all
the national science organizations have
taken firm stands in opposition to it,"
including the National Science Teachers
Association and the National Association
for Research in Science Teaching.
"From the scientific point of view,"
Carter contends, "there is no. creationist
model for how the earth evolved. There is
simply no science to it. s s"
Bliss argues that creationism picks up
where evolution leaves off. '·'Evolution
leaves too many questions. unanswered," he
says.
mostly at small, religious colleges--have
re-introduced "creationism" into their
curricula, and are now' braving the
judgments of the .scientific community.
Professional response to creationism
seems to depend on the mannerinwhich it
is taught. Creationists themselves generally
promote the "Two-model" approach to
leaching biological developments, in which
creationism is taught along with evolution,
perhaps as a full unit into itself.
At the center of the controversy is the
Institute for Creation Research, located at.
Christian Heritage College in' California.
Its executive director, Dr. Richard Bliss,
calls th~ two-model approach "good
science" and says it "excites children about
science by letting them decide questions for
themselves. "
THI.'.'"
GO.STO
CO.... EGE·
by Susan Calhoun
E
ITHE RENEWED DEBATE between
those who advocate .the teach-.
. ing of evolution as the
. explanation of life' on earth
and those who want to
re-introduce biblical explanations has
finally spilled over from primary and
secondary schools into college. Over the
last year, a handful of biology professors-- . processes we see around us now also alternative but an attack on evolution using
occurred in the past. the terminology of science. Creationists
I see no conflict with the scientific who believe in Noah's Fiood(where did the
explanation for the diversity of life forms water go?) drag out old arguments (the
and religion, except and unless one adheres second law of thermodynamics, "human'"
to a completely literal interpretation of footprints alongside: dinosaur prints, etc.)
Genesis. Otherwise, it is not, as one which are not accepted by the scientific
student once thought, a "science or community, but may sound good to the
religion'; choice. . ... '. layman; They allude to a "scientific
However, there are some people who controversy" which exists only in their own
insist on a literal interpretation of Genesis .l" literature. And they hope to win the war in
and who sec evolution as a threat to their the courts, in legislatures and in school
beliefs. Some of these people have recently' board rooms rather than in the pages of
taken the offensive with a doctrine called Science or Scientific American.
"scientific creationism" which purports to I personally don't care whether the world
show scientific evidence for a creation in was constructed in six days or 4.6 billion
the Genesis tradition. They want equal years. As a scientist, I am interested in how
time in the schools for their 'scientific" it was done. Genesis says simply" ... and
alternative. At first blush, this sounds very God created ... " This is not a scientific
fair and egalitarian. explanation. It says nothing about !low it
Keep in mind, however, that in science, was done. Science is looking for that
we attempt to· present the known facts explanation. "Scientific" creationalism
about the physical world as best as we offers no alternative.
understand them. At the elementary level, In the Organic Evolution class, 1make an
often, the evidence upon which scientific... effort to present the arguments of the
. conclusions are reached are not discussed creationists, as well as arguments within the
because these details are usually involved scientific community as part of our
. and highly technical and a survey course coverage of the subject. 1try not to be
must cover a lot of ground. This makes dogmatic. In a science which changes
science appear rather dogmatic. Scientists rapidly, that doesn't work. Dogma belongs
also make mistakes and being human, they in the realm of religion. I also try to avoid
occasionally become dogmatic: This is arguing with creationists.
regretable, but the- answer is in better
education of scientists.
However, the alternative presented by
scientific creationism is not a scientific
THE
SCIENTIST'S
,METHOD
This is a little different than the way
"Theory" is usedin casual conversations I
"In theory, this ought to work .... " etc .. '
The theory of evolution is a well-
established theory with 122 years of
accumulated evidence in support of it.
Despite the claims of "scientific"
creationists, I know of no evidence against
the theory. Evolutionary theory has itself
evolved considerably. since the time of
Darwin, and I expect it will continue to do
so. That's the way science is. One of the
best ways to make a scientific reputation is
to successfully challenge established scienti-
fic explanations---and' there are lots of
people out to establish their scientific
reputations. '
Modern evolutionary theory deals with
the way in which populations of organisms
change genetically over a period of time.
Natural selection is one of the important
ways by which organisms change geneti-
cally, as Darwin pointed out, but we now
know of several other ways which cause
genetic changes in populations,' genetic
drift for example. These changes can be
and have been measured and 'studied in
many laboratory and wild populations.
Over a longer period of time, these changes
can result in the production of new species
(this latter has been observed in historlc
times). Over a long period' of -geologic
time, these changes can result in the
slow modification of life from one form
into another. The fossils we sec around us
arc just one line of evidence that the
IJy Dr. Eric Yen.en ....•
ScroNCE IS A type of philosophi-cal system which utilizes a.'system of explanations for thephenomena of the physical
world. These explanations arc hypotheses,
theories and laws. All scientific
explanations must be testable. That is,
there must be an experiment or
observations which one can make which
would show that the explanation is correct
or not correct. These experiments or
observations must be repeatable.
God is not a testable hypothesis. (What
experiment could you perform to show that
God docs or docs not exist?) God, religion
and other types of supernatural experiences
never acquire. The court evidently thought
science. Science says nothing one way or
the other about the existence of God. God,
gods and religion are simply phenomena
with which science does not deal.
A theory in science is an explanation
which is well-supported by evidence and
usually lias the capability. of predicting
certain events or additional observations.
Dr. 'Eric Yensen is a BSU assistant
professor of Biology.
In Flaws in the Theory of tsvotutton,
Evan Shute, a Canadian surgeon, argues
that natural beauty could not have arisen
through natural selection, saying that,
"Beauty is so widespread in the world of
life, so complex. so thoroughly adjusted to
need, that it defies evolutionary explana-
tion." Beauty is a nebulous human
concept, and' the necessary connection to
evolutionary biology is obscure, to say the
least.
It would be possible to pursue more of
these linguistic distortions, of course, but it
would only lead to endless tail-chasing
arguments that spiral upward until they
vanish in the ozone. The real question is
whether Scientific Creationism can be'
justified as educational material.
, In the absence of absolute knowledge.
human beings have to seck the probable,
and that means supportive evidence. The
best method of obtaining scientific evidence
is through judicious usc of the empiricism
and the scientific method -- as has been
demonstrated by the great leaps in scientific
discovery over the last century. If
Creationists. want to play the game, they
should play by the rules; the scientific
method. Arguments from authority are
out. Metaphysical inferences arc beside ·the
point. Sophistry and paradox. are not
evidence.
The issue is not really "Evolution versus
Creation," but a clash between two
mutually exclusive views, one of which is
fundamentally. casual, .the .other .meta-
physical. Mixing science with metaphysical
.concelts turns science into something that is
no longer science, something chimerical
and obscure. If Scientific Creationism is 'to
be taught in the schools, it willbe because
there is palpable evidence in support of it.
Otherwise, how is the public to decide upon
science curriculum? Should one version of
!the Creationist Hypothesis be taught, or.
many? How about, the little old lady .ln
Pesadena who believes' that evolution was
directed by moon monsters? .
, Why be concerned?
Scientific Creatlol;1ist. groups are
"just a theory." it should be taught as
equivalent to Creationism, which is also a
"theory." This is, again, a confusion of
language, this time between "hypothesis"
and "theory."A hypothesis is an
assumption that could lead to a less
substantial body of evidence. The.evidence
in support of evolutionary theory is
infmense. The biological information alone
would fill libraries, and there is
tremendous inferential evidence from
& ' geology J palcontolqgy t biochemistry t
.Continlled from Cover animal behavior, genetics, and other fields.
only be approached. Nothing can ever be The evolutionary theory is on solid ground,
fully known, because that would imply a Many people would be perfectly willing
knowledge of all attendant causes, which is to consider Creationism as a hypothesis,
something t1uithuman beings can with the understanding that extraordinary
never acquire. The court evidently thought claims should, be backed up with
so too,". because it ordered the. public extraordinary evidence.
schools to teach evolution as theory, not Where is the' literature in support of
fact. It was a confusion of language. The Scientific Creationism? '
confusion extended in both directions, There isn't much, but it might be
though, because Seagraves allegedly said constructive to look at two recent
that he had "proor' that the world was examples.
only ten thousand years old. Apparently, In Tile Creation-Evoilition Controversy,
the court did not consider Seagraves's published in 1976, R.L. Wysong; a
"proof" as sufficiently proven, and veterinarian from Michigan, argues that.
rejected another 'aspect of the suit that there is more evidence for Creutionism than
sought the teaching of "Scientific for evolution,' citing examples that arc
Creationism" on an equal basis with occasionully peculiar. such as: "the exti~ct
evolutionary theory. Pterodactyl reptiles had tails like modern
That. evolution really occurred is birds," and "The Eohippus,"'(uncestral
accepted by the great majority of the horse) "is almost identical to the African
scientific community. Konrad Lorenz, the Hyrax. Both arc the size of rabbits,have
famous animal behaviorist, said that four front toes and three rear toes, and live
evolution is " ... acertuinty which by far in the brush." He 'states that "mummified
surpasses that of all our historical skeletons dating to 3400 B.C. look identical
knowledse.": While I'mawa"re that fact to modern forms," a conclusion that
cannot be voted on, 1 question whether it evolutionary biologists would hardly find
can be legislated either. Trying to render a surprising, because it appears that there
scientific theory viable by legislation and have been no significant changes in human
Iadjudication docs no service to the cause it anatomy for at least thirty-thousand years.
is trying to serve. We have a responsibility Wysong argues for a "water canopy" that
to present'the best: interpretation of the, existed in tne atmosphere at. one time,
facts available, with the best supporting providing the necessary fluid for the
evidence, regardless of our preconceptions. Noachian Flood -- though where· the .
No one teaches that George Wnshington canopy came, from, how it managed to stay
chopped down cherry frees anymore. ' suspended in mid-air in defiance of gravity,
, There. seems .to be. a' feeling within and why it fell, are question's he does not
Creatlonist'gro~ps tha~ ~e.e~~~eey~lu,t~o!,.i~.. .n.M·r~.sh:, I,' /0','"' ,\' ,'," .\ " ,.', ..
'.: ~'; r.- .. "c ." '_.' ..... ~ ~'~ I., ,.' ..... ",".. \ ~ t .. 11
..NO
RELATION?
SC'E~CE' AND THE
CREATION
CONTROVERSY
springing up allover the country, and they
are armed for legislative action. Two
different Creationist. organizations .sub-
mitted testimony to the Idaho Legislature
in the last session, one seeking a ban on the
teaching of evolution,' the other asking that
Creationism be taught alongside evolu-
tionary theory in the classroom. Whether
or not this would apply to the
state-supported universities is an open
question. . .
No one has an inalienable right to have
his preconceptions 'affirmed .•. In the
Seagraves case, the plaintiffs urgued that
Scientific Creationism is just as' "sclen-
tific" as .evolutionary biology. If Creation-
ist organizations wish to convince the
public of the truthfulness of their theory,
they. must abandon legislative action' and
accept the scientific challenge.
Prove it.
But it isn't the public, or a classroom fun
of schoolchildren that the Scientific
Creationists will have to prove it to. It's the
sdentificcommunity. And they know an
elephant when they seeane •. '.. ,' .. '•..' ."
• ', .. " , '~:i-".""""'''''Y-~ ~.. .., -;. 'r: ~ t,.~·~.1··' ., .,-- .:'.,. ~.' ".'"
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SECLUDEDWRlTER SFlARESC.AREER"ROOTS
"I've been writing since the age of six or
seven about horses. I just wrote mainly
Who would suspect that tucked away horse stories-von know,probably wild
on a cattle ranch outside of Salmon, Idaho, sta1lion stupid sort of stories ... they were
lives a writer of five books (the most recent just tall tales." She looked out the
of which received, national acclaim), 'and window, at the gamboling spring calves,
countless articles for children and adults'? clanging the milk pail she was. washing ...
Heather Smith Thomas lives and writes there's Sophocles, Euripides; her literary
while, helping her husband deliver, raise, bent is evedent in the names of the calves
and feed f80 head of cattle. She's the first and their 'mothers ..•Antigone gave birth to
one to admit that her lifestyle,' Epaminondas (because he was born
snuggled in the steeply-cut valleys of the bacKwards--in case you didn't know there's
sparce Salmon range, is by her own choice. a story' about Epaminondas, a. hapless
Thomas says she likes her "hermit" way young urchin. who did everything back-
of life, and yet, she feels that her books, a ' wards ... ) "In the second grade, I think I'd
sort of "Bridge between the veterinarian read all the horse books in the public
and the layman," are her way of sharing library. I read so much I had to wear
what she knows about what "people ought glasses." She turned to look at me with a
to know" when it comes to livestock care. sardonic smile; the image of a' be-
Many people might wonder how Heather spectackle"tl schoolgirl who read her eyes to
had gone about finding even a"publiSber-;'ruin was still there, only now there were-no
how she got writings accepted, where she . glasses, just rather red rimmed, eyes .frorn
went to find a publisher in the first place. fanatical hard work on the ranch.
As I sat in her kitchen after the cows had But a certain mischievous spark of a
been fed that evening, she told me. seven year-old was somehow still there."
Twelve-year-old Heather broke' into the
professional writers world when her father
entered a story of hers in a children's
magazine contest. That story was sort of an
aberration, according to Heather, because
"unlike my horse stories that went on and
on, I wrote that bear story, finished it
and ,had done with it. That story was
.probably the only one that I did finish those
days, so I guess that's why my father sent it
in."
The story got accepted, an event that
Heather calls an act of "just plain fate."
Plain fate meant a lot of type,writer
hammering for the years to come. Heather
was hooked. Besides, not only was writing
fun, but the then-twelve-year-old realized
that, "Heyl You can make money at this I"
"So how does a person go about selling
his/her material'? How do you get it
published'? How do you find out where to
send your article/manuscript'?" I asked.'
Turning away from the cows lowing
somewhere outside beyoundthe window,
Heather said" "Well, I went tothe Writer's
Market (a writer's guide to publishers) and
looked up all the publishers that had
business with horse books. Then I sent
sample chapters to an' outfit that dealt in
horse books. They sent me a list.of the five
or six' publishers that they get their horse
books from. I sent my samples to them,
and the first one on the list' accepted me.
Well, here again it was a fate/luck
question. These publishers did the other
three of my books."
Was Thomas strictly a bread-and-butter
writer who's been picking up spare cash
from magazine articles and books since she
was a twelve year old kid to a sophomore in
college, to a woman with a husband, two
kids, and a ranch'?
No, says Heather, "My philosophy
about my writing is, I write to share with
people what 1know. I'm sort of a bridge
between the veterinarian and the layman.
I'm a translator, in other words."
She laughed and flicked her long, single
blond braid, ','I guess its a sort of 'noble
cause."
COLLEGE AA -RECORDS PRIVACY
ALUMNI BONDS
by' students, and he withdrew the fee
request from the' agenda:'
Nally said that he had not intended to
turn the fee increase into a "summer
. agenda"(putting an item on the State
. Board agenda in the summer when students
are not around to discuss it) and would not
- be in favor of "the fee being taken to the
State Board if the students opposed it."
e,Colltinuedjrom page 3
1970, but now it costs us $3,400 dollars to
do a mailing to 18,000 alumni and we have
to do three Of four mailings a year to keep
them interested," Nally said.
The request for the fee increase was on
the agenda at the State Board of Education
meeting held in Moscow last week, but was
taken off theegendlibyPresident John
Kelse at the request of Associated StudentBody President Sally Thomlis. Keiser said "The fee Increase could pOS1jiblybe on t)le
" ", "," " " agenda for the May meetill8 fo the State
ThI)~S told him that thc!CCIuest ,for ~e, ,Board". but could not, be' {lpproved' until
{CC'hikdlad-not-been-lIuffieiently1llseUS$e'd- - -bearingsori' thcfCChad bcicn held:';: <,"'"
ACLU lobbyist in' Sacramento. She
foresees "a' cooperation among govern-
ment agencies to .exchange information
about individuals."
Across the country, a Maryland couple f
has gotten a bill introduced in their state
legislature that would allow parents to see'
their children's "confidential" records as
well as directory information.
Currently, Maryland law and the
Buckley Amendment bar disclosure of
student transcripts to anyone but school
authorities,. but Beverly and Jerome
Kamchi contend the laws violate their rights
as parents of a·dependent child.
"Without access to my son's grades, I do
not have the: option of counseling him and
encouraging him," Jerome Kamchi says.
His son, Mark, has refused to tell his
parents his grades since he entered the'
University of Maryland two years ago.
The ACLU's John Roemer doesn't see
the Kamchi case as very important,
however. He observes the state already
.allows scholarship sponsors to see grades.
Neither Roemer or John Shaddock of the
ACLU's national office know of other legal
challenges to privacy laws, but they say that
the. looming presence of the Selective
Service has spread the issue around ,the
country.
Student governments in Illinois and
Nevada, for example, have passed
resolutions asking administrators not to
allow the Selective Service access to student
records. Administrators at places as diverse
as Standford and the College of Wooster in
. Ohio have already announced they would
not cooperate with the SSS unless directed
bylaw.
'California's Palo Alto school district was
the first in the nation to refuse the military
access to student records in July, 1979. The
number of schools following Palo Alto's
lead prompted Congress to revise a military
authorization bill last .fall to include
language "urging" IIdministrat,ors to
cooperate with recruiters.
For, the moment, students can only be
vigilant. A student should make sure his
school . publishes
directory information guidelines, and gives
him a chance to register.objections.
'-
MEGFEREDAY
College Press Service
The days of private student records may
be' numbered, according to a variety of
privacy law experts.
A number of the experts say that the
immense political pressure now building to
get around laws protecting the privacy of
student records may succeed despite the
opposition of administrators who keep the,
records, and students themselves.
Most of the pressure comes from the
Selective Service System (SSS), which has
expressed interest in getting lists of men
who' have (and have not) complied with
military registration laws.
The SSS, swears government lawyer
Henry Williams, "has no intentions" of
requesting information from schools to
help locate draft registration dodgers. But
the SSS has long made it known it might
ask schools to cooper at with it later on. The
SSS' ambiguity has pushed many admin-
istrators to research the legality of such a
request, if it's ever made.
Most contend student records are
protected by the Buckley Amendment to
the Privacy Act of 1974.•
"The Privacy Act doesn't apply to
colleges," Williams flatly asserts. "And if a
college refused us information, it couldn't
stand on the Buckley Amendment."
"Unfortunately, the Buckley Amend-
ment wouldn't be very helpful in. this
situation," agrees privacy expert Trudy
Haydn, formerly of the American Civil
Liberties Union (ACLU). "If the Selective
Service were to be refused by colleges, all
Congress needs to do is pass a
congressional statute overriding Buckley,
and the information will have to be given
out."
The amendment makes "directory
information" on a student _. name,
address, birth date and place,phone
number, and major field of study .- public
knowledge. The law, however, gives a
student the chance to object to having his'
or her _records made public.
The California General Assembly is now
considerlng a bill "mandating school's
'p~rmission" to make student records
avwlable to military recruiters.
"This could set a dangerous precedent of
cooperation," warns Beth' Meador, an
JOHN REESE given to promote responsible drinking."
Tony Lund, new ASB President and a
During fall semester 1980, Alcohol committee member of Alcohol Awareness
Awareness was initiated at BSU. Up until said, "I think we need to be articulate on
that time, there was no formal program this topic. Specifically, beer and wine to be
concerning alcohol. Helen Holt, currently served in the stadium and the SUB."
chairman of the board for Alcohol Three years ago an estimate on beer sales
Awareness on campus, stated that the revenue alone at BSU was figured. The
primary organizational goal was to annual profit came to approximately
"promote responsible .use of alcohol on '-$3'(1;000. In reaction to this Lund said,
campus and throughout the valley." "This revenue might not lower fees, but it
Holt defined "responsible drinking" as would definitely help keep fees down."
"the ability to know your own limits, not As to the primary responsibility of the
driving under the inQuence and in general Alcohol Awareness committee Lund said
not promoting irresponsible behavior in "We must see which programs work and
maners of alcohol." She went on to say, implement them statewide."
"We hope to educate the people, offer Concerning programs that work, Holt is
non-alcohol alternatives, give. rides to most impressed by Bacchus (an acronym
people who are intoxicated, and de- for Boost Alcohol Consciousness Con-
emphasize alcohol as the reason for a party. cerning the Health of University Students),
Alcohol itself is inanimate. The person an organization that originated at the
who uses it determines whether it's bad," University of Florida in Talahasee, Fla. Its
Holt said. founder is Gerardo Gonzalez, who arrived
Other goals of the organization are to at the concept of Bacchus while doing his
work with fraternities and sororities and doctorate thesis. The Bacchus philosophy
other social groups. The reason for is: one, drinking should not be the primary
working with these groups, according to focus of any event; two; recognize others
Holt were to counteract "the blitz attitude" right to drink or not drink: three, avoid
of students wanting to drink as· much encouraging or reinforcing irresponsible
alcohol as they can as fast as possible. behavior; and four, remember that the
Holt said some accomplishments of the right to drink is limited by society through
group so far have been, sponsoring guest laws governing 'drinking and driving, the
speaker Dr. Perch, the person responsible minimum drinking age, etc., and respect
for the rehabilitation of, Billy Carter and these laws.
Betty Ford and co-sponsoring the recent Holt met Gonzalez at a seminar in Utah
Alcohol Awareness .two-day seminar. last year. Her reaction was, "This program
An Important Issue on many BSU seems to be the most effective. We intend
students' minds is whether or not beer & to work. with the ASBSU to bring about a
wine will be allowed on certain parts of the unified state-wide program."
campus in the future. 'Holt said her Currently, if anyone wishes to contact
organization was "supportive of on the Alcohol Awareness committee, whether
campus alcohoL, We also think that a for information or counseling, they should
certain percentage of the profit should be contact the student activities office.
STUDENT AID CUTS
College Press Service hundred letters from students out of 13
Congressman. Peter Peyser (D-NY) is million students. What's the big deal'l' ..
doing his best to take command of the College presidents and administrators are
congressional fight against President making a bigger deal of it than students ..
Ronald Reagan's proposed cuts in student Besides contributing volumes of testimony
aid, but he's getting the feeling'there's no before a house, suhcommittee considering
one in the stands to cheer him on. ' the cutbacks, college chiefs' have given
"The big problem we have right now is Peyser over 400 letters outlining what wiil
that we are not getting a response from. happen totheir campuses if the proposals'
students,"Peyserexc1aimed last weekjn are approved.
his Capitol Hill office.Peyser says that since February, when he As many as 750,000 students may be
started an ambitious radio, newspaper and forced to drop out of college next year if
phone campaign to stir. up student furor the cutbacks are imposed, according to
over the administration's efforts to testimony before the subcommittee.
eliminate or reduce National Direct Student Peyser dreams of walking ."into
Loans, Guaranteed Student Loans and Pel! committee with 10,000 letters from students
Orants, he has received a paltry 75 letters not petitions-but letters saying this is what
from students. will happen if these programs are cut ....
..If students are. not willing to respond, He thinks "the problem is that students.
theirJa,ck ofresponsewUl .be used against as yet don't realizethe impact. butthey'rc
thc
Dl
," Pe)'Ser said. "people are going to going to w~c up in May of thjs year and
,~Y.~~:..:~!t~,!!!._~o..'!._§Q., .!=~£.i!~ ,at" find out they may not be going to school at
.eongreSsDum?" ,YO\1'\'.e- got· 'a,'couple .::·7a8:"t'I:ieY"'i'i":gomifto'1iC~hurt.·n_,' ',.,;,;;...:.•. - -.:;-
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PREVIEW: JESUS
CHRIST SUPERSTAR'
BARBARA JONES
Watching the rehearsal of a play or opera
can be compared to a Friday night in your
favorite bar: everything seems to be insane
and chaotic; people shout, several giving
directions at the same time, while those
who are being instructed nod in agreement
but pay little attention. Unlike your
favorite bar, however, out of the
rehearsal's bedlam comes a coherent,
organized, and occasionally notable work.
If next week's production of "Jesus Christ
Superstar" is anything like its rehearsal,
we're in for. an enjoyable; and new,
experience.
Many of us have seen the movie version
of "Jesus Christ Superstar" (probably
more than once) based on the rock opera,
but if you haven't been' to one of. the
country's ten largest cities lately, you
probably have never had the opportunity to
see it performed on stage. Needless to say,
no one has attempted it here in Boise.
Spike Erikson, once a theater arts major
at BSU, now plays in the starring role as
"Jesus." He explained that because of the
difficulty involved with the opera, "no one
in Boise has [had} guts enough to do it. "
Entailing a large cast, a full orchestra (like
most operas) and though the music in itself
is not complicated (it's in Englishl) the
solos for the main characters of Jesus,
Judas, and Mary Magdelen require
expertise and a versatile voice.
Unlike previous performances I've seen,
this production has opted for elaborate
costumes, making it similar to the movie
version. Though I did not see any costumes
save Christ's, ::lpikeErikson described thelJl
as "nothing normal." Erikson cautions
that his version of Christ will not imitate
Ted Nealey who starred in the movie;
Eriks'on's interpretation will be a conglo-
meration of many Christ-like characters.
Based on the events surrounding Chrlst's
crucifixion and resurrection, the opera has
been described as a "passion play set to
.rock music." It'S initial performances
usually sell-out in large cities (it played in
London for several years) lind spawned
controversy in smaller communities where
people objected to it. as blasphemous.
When the movie version was first televised
over five years ago, Salt Lake City refused
to broadcast it. Now, almost a deeade after
its creation, the controversy has died down
and "Superstar" is recognized still as one
of the mostrevolutiOIiary portrayals of the
life of Christ. Though the "shock of the
new" may be absent when we watch the
opera in 1981, "Superstar" is clearly a
reflection of the attitudes, Ideologies, and
artistry of the late 1960's.
Directed and choreographed by Steve
Mann, orchestrated', by BSU's Victor
. Chacon, and produced by Scott .Beasrnan,
the opera starts April 22 and tickets may be
obtained from' Boise Allied Arts. They are
expecting' Ii sellout; two-thirds of the
available seating . has been reserved
already.
Phyllis King
Spike Erikson as Jesus Christ
MOVIE~RATING
·SYSTEM EXAMINED
Campus Digest News Service,
The United Motion Picture Association
is conducting tests in markets across the
country for a new supplement to the
current motion pictures ratings system.
. Presently, "0", "PO", "R", and "X" are
used to designate the degree of violence or
sex in movies. It is believed a more specific
description of movie content can help
concerned parents discern whether they
want their children to see a certain movie.
Itwill also ne'valuable to adults who prefer
not to watch a certain type of activity in the
motion picture.
"There is acceptance of the ratings
system as it now stands," said Chuck
Barnes, Director of the United Motion
Picture Association, "But we want to see if
we can help clarify exactly' what the movie
contains."
Information of the exact .content (like.
"this movie contains explicit sexual
gestures," 'or "only a small degree of
violence in this min,pertinent to the
story' ') will be .given on the movie prior to.
its showing In the test markets. 'Then,tne
attendance of that movie, with the
customers alreadyknow!ng. the amount of
violence or sex in the show, will be counted.
•'This would be more serviceable to parents
and to their children," said Barnes; .
- III 1968,the older rating system was
revised. It had "0" for Oeneral
Audiences, "M" for mature audiences, and
"X" for adults only. The rating ofuM".
was not clearly defined. An "M" movie
could have 'extensive sexual content. and.
yet a five:year-oldcould legally get in if
declared "mature" enough.
A rating called "OP" was added to
categorize those movies that fell in between
"0" and "M." However, "OP" was later
changed to "PO." "R" was added and
"M" was ditched .
'The 6-month program, the first of its
kind in the United States, has just begun.
After the program. is .completed, an
opinion research organization wi1!cond~ct
a survey in the test market areas, asking
people if they like the new way of rating
movies and If it helped them decide which
movies'they attended. The United Motion
Picture ASsoCiation hopes that the system
can beused nationwide. Though producers
are hesitant to put directly on movie posters
and promotions the specific Information on
violence or sex' content, information on
such will be released to the media. and
theatres.
It would be quite simple for a person to
find out exactly how much sex, violence, or
offensive language and gestures a movie
would contain. This wouldlerid Itself to
more selective viewing and would be quite
advantageous' for. those parents .who are -
truly concerned. about what their children
watch.
Barnes said that. the United Motlo~
-'Picture Association "If the only industry
that deals· with disseminating information'
on motion pletureproducts. ,,- .
The .Association .would •.••also ..'.like all
movies bac~ toat1east\978 to beev8Iuated
for tllesame h'fOqnation.
Talkies-- This week the reviewers slunk
down to the 8th Street Theaters to see
Thief, a film starring James Caan.
shadows the simple plot and fair acting.
The suspenseful, upbeat, and appropriate
music gets the heart racing. Tlriel. an
entertaining, enjoyable movie, allows the
audience to feel good and satisfied in the
-end.
,, .DONALD BARCLAY (***)
Tlrie/is tense. An edge of the chair film .
from its rainy, dirty opening to the very last
frames, Thiel is as scary in.its own way as
any rape and slash film on the market. As
nail biting as the film is, It also offers an
intelligent character development of the
-thief of the title, a thief who' is trying to
tailor-make a Leave-It-To-Beaver life that
is as foreign to him as a slug in the gut
would be to the Cleaver household. James
Caan plays the thief with the tight
perfection of an actor who know how to
playa tough guy well. The supporting cast
(which includes James Belushi playing a
non-Bluto version of his 'older brother
John) is good, but the real stas of the film-
are Caan, the exceptionally functional yet
artistic photography, and the musical
score.
KARL KNAPP <**VI)
As I sat through Thief, it dawned on me
that this is what professional crime is all
about -- the risks, the violence, the hatred,
the cover-ups, the precariousness ofit all~-
and yet I found myself impervious to a
good portion of what was happening. I am
no stoic, but neither am I a .sucker for.
sentimentality. Thiel appeals .to neither
end of our emotional spectrum, but rather
appears to be a strikingly accurate
appraisal of the world of organized crime.
James Caan and a fine supporting cast
(Tuesday Weld, Robert Prosky and Willie' ,
Nelson) don't portray the typical stock
thugs, mugs, and lugs that we have seen so
many times in traditional "Gangster
movies," for Thief is far from the'
"gangster" category; it is the story of one
man attempting to go it on his own, trying
to make an "honest" dishonest living. And
regardless of whether Thiefarouses you or
not, it is nevertheless a well-cast,
well-directed, well-made film. But it
. probably would help, too, to have a
proclivity for this sort of thing -- perhaps
then one could better appreciate the
accuracy of the film.
DAVID MUSKO <*)
Thief, an exciting, suspenseful lll,Q'y'&e,
stars James Caan as Frank, the master
vault breaker. Frank is a hero. We like true
heros. His. strong personal values of
standing up, working for, evert fighting for,
things he believes in, are admirable
qualities. The fact that his job entails
stealing cash and diamonds from those
"mean-old" insurance companies does not
abate our sympathy. The calculated risk of
thievery are reduced by his own self-confi-
dence. This strong-willed, peaceful family
man, when directly threatened or cheated,
becomes hostile yet cool-headed.
The strong character of Frank over-
ANTHONY BURT (*** VI)
James Caan's new movie reminds me of
BSU Art Professor John Killmaster's
baked-enamel-and-metal sculptures:
»Continued to page J 2
PointBlank _ American Excess(** 1/2) The producer of this album is Bill Ham.
Welcome to the pen that never . stops l Ham has been around fora'long time onthe music scene. He used to do the lights
ThIS week's offering is Point Blank's for TheFamily DogProductions and at the
~AmericanExcess. Avalon Ballroom. Of late he bas done the
The first thing that one notices upon lights at the two Tribal Stomps in '78&19
listening to thi~ disc is the similarity of in the aayAtea. Now he has moved-Into
eariy Dooble Br .. tbers music. Bubba Keith th.e aetualpro. duction of music an.d.this is.a
could win a Tom Johnston sound alike '
contest hands downl He has the ability to very goodindicatlon of'what the man can
hit.those high tone.s with ease. do after being .Influenced 'by at least ten
, years of weekends at the Avalon Ballroom
On this first album, Point Blank have at and TireFamily Dog. Bill nows what live
,least two drummers on several tracks. This music should sound like and this album
is something only a few bands have been. reflects that knowledge. This album has
able to pull off successfully in the past. The . very. little.. ' studio sound, to. it;. and is.
Grateful Dead· and .the original. AUman
, Brothers band come to mind as two who . somewhat akin to the' new Garland
Jefferies album .Inthis· respect I
have •been able to tncorcorete' twodrummers.' Outstanding cuts on this disc are "Walk
The guitars on this record are. very Across the"Fire," "The Getaway." Cnl1illa:c
. inl f . Dragon."&.·.·DoItAll.Night."rem scent 0 early Dooble· Brothers. One
begins to wonder if these boys. from Texas. If the old DoobleBrotbers are your cup
spent their youth listening to the early of tea,.thenP01Qt Blank is definitely for.
Doobies.muslc,aitdwhen the band went. Youll:" '
pop rock. after. thedeparlure of· Tomand,.· .' '.';t1le .'cUtS'mention~ . will be featured
Jeff "Skunk" Baxter they decided tbatthey·· i:dUring' Dangerous. ·Musik,. Wednesday,
would. carryon thetradltionofDooble"AprillSth;lopm~2am.~, .... •
muslc~ ., ..David,"theHobblr' Anderson
':. .... - ..- ~.. ' ,I
.,.,
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Seiko for graduation.
More appreciated because
·itisearned.
".'1.Qr~~'
Nothing is more appropriate
than a Seiko watch to honor
an achievement. And you can
give the gift of Seiko to that :
special graduate for as little as
$59.50. Whatever style you
choose, Seikos be.unv and
accuracy will distinguish both
the giver and the recipient.
SHELLY SPEAR
Ann Beattie. Falling in Place.
New York: FawcettPopular
LibrarY,1980. Fiction. Available
at the BSU Bookstore. $2.95.
This novel involves Mary and
her brother, John Joel, and their
mother, Louise, and her husband,
John, and his lover, Nina, and her
ex-lover, Spangle, and his. new
lover, Cynthia, who is the summer
school teacher of Mary; but it's
not as simple' as that.
Mary and her brother, John,
hate each other, for which both
Louise and John blame them-
Campus Digest News Service
Movie trends are usually caused
by one movie of such popularity
that producers rush to copy the
ingredients. - "Airport", was
released in 1970, and no more
than two years later, the disaster .
picture was upon us. "Star
Wars" was released in 1975 and
one year later. 'science fiction
movies were reborn. In other
words, a popular movie of a new
genre will be copied with far less
competence and exploited for
every penny that can be made.
That has been a rule of the'
motion picture industry for years.
From "Earthquake," "Tidal:
wave," and "Hurricane," to
Battle Beyond the Stars," and
"Battles tar Galactica, '.' there
seems an endless supply of these
formula rip-offs. The idea is this:
Movie A .makes a lot of money.
Therefore, if movies B-Z include
the very same ingredients, they
should make money. too.
Unfortunately, what is usually
. left out of these unoriginal
products is the imaginative
artistry that made the first movie.
so special. The result is a barrage
of forgettable pictures that
quickly grow tedious.
As unfortunate as all of this is,
there has never been a more
disturbing movie trend than the
one we presently have. In 1978,
"Halloween" was released and
successfully managed to scare
every audience who saw it. Not
only did it .catch fire at the
box-office but soon became a
mold for more than two dozen
assembly-line horror movies.
"Halloween" was about a
missing lunatic who stalked. a
group of girls with a long, silver
knife trying to dice and slice them
to death. It was competently
made by John Carpenter who
generally had onething in mind,
to provide 1\. SClVe like never
before. How he accomplished
thisgoalwas through slick camera
work, credible pacing, and an
exuberant telling of, plot.
selves. John tries to cope by
spending his weeks in the city
while Louise stays at home and
gets angry. Nina lives in the city
and works in a department store,
hoping that some day John will
marry her, but not counting on it.
. Spangle spends his time spending
money, ..always looking for
something or someone new to
hold his interest. Cynthia teaches
and hates teaching summer
school, but she has to make
money so that she can' attend
graduate school in September.'
Everyone sits 'around waiting,
almost expecting things to some-
how "fall in place." .
"Halloween" is full of scares but
it doesn't have as much gore as we
think it does. Carpenter knows
the key to making good, scary
movies. It isn't what you show,
it's what you conceal. .
The barrage of "Halloween"
carbon copies stole three basic
elements that show up in all of
their plots: 1) they include a
mentally disturbed killer on the
loose in some secluded setting, 2)
that killer is usually after far .
more women than men and 3) the
"bad girls" are the ones to die
while the "good girls" miracu-
lously survive the nightmare.
"Prom Night," Friday the
13th," "Silent Scream," "The
Boogey Man," "Schizoid," and
"Terror Train" are only a few of
the movies inspired by "Hallo-
ween." In each film, a terrible
killer is on the loose .in some
unusual setting. In "Silent
Scream," the background is a
college apartment, in "Prom
Night," the horrifying violence
. takes place at a prom dance (this
movie was also a "Carrie"
rip-off) and in "Friday the 13th,"
the setting is a summer camp.
All this means is that we have a
new movie trend of the very same
structure as the trends of the past.
. That is hardly worth a mention
but where this trend slips beyond
tastefulness is in its repeatedly
degrading use of women.
Returning to "Halloween" for
a moment we can see exactly
where this all started. A group of
girls are terrorized by one killer
who roams the neighborhood on a
lonely, halloween night. In the
end, only the virgin survives'. The
girls who fool around. don't live
long enough to feel guilty the next.
morning.
"Halloween" appears to be
making a moral judgement it has
no business making. Although
some critics found the movie tobe
the' best in horror since
"Psycho," it is little more than'
a good scare, with some ques-
tionable values. wellenoush
disguised by. John Carpenter's
If all this sounds dull and
tedious, it is, for the most part.
There .is a good. joke here
and there: "How many feminists
does it take to screw in a light
bulb? Four, one to do it, and
three to write books about it."
But by and large, .Beattie is·boring
With her none-too-subtle jabs at
sexual stereotypes: Mary is
terrific at analytical mathematical
things but flunks out in English,
and Peter Spangle has a deathly
fear of harmless grass snakes.
Falling in Place attempts to be
disturbing, but succeeds only in
being irritating and occasionally
amusing.
For him, enduring elegance
.with an automatic bilingual
English-Spanish instant setting
day/date model. For her, ultra"
slim p-jewel watches that are
fine jewelrY. combined with
Seiko precision. Make a mem-
orable day unforgettable with
the gift of Seiko.
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DilSTURBING TRENDS
clever direction. 'The joy of the
movie is not in the girls' suffering
but in the. killer and when he will
or won't pop out next.
. It is precisely this element where
the clones of "Halloween" differ.
They lack any artistic integrity
and seem to exist solely for their
. brutal attacks on defenseless,
"naughty," women. Their
camera is fill with slow-motion
slashings, brutal stabbings, and
horrifying rapes. Unlike "Hallo-
ween," there appears to be no fun
in even making these movies. We
could almost visualize Carpenter
smiling and having a good time as
he tried to shock and scare, but
here there exists a depressing
attitude toward the subject
material.
"I Spit on Your Grave," was
one movie that two famous
Chicago critics, Roger Ebert and
Gene Siskel, called the worst they
had ever seen. Both of the
reviewers worked to have the film
taken out of the sleazy theaters at
which it was playing .
"I Spit on Your Grave" could
very well be the worst and most
offensive movie ever seen and yet,
the basis for its lack of integrity.
can be found in the more familiar
horror movies as well. It's about a
woman who is brutally raped and
beaten three times before she
returns for a hideous revenge.
There is no attempt at character
development or establishing a
storyline. .
The movie isn't merely bad. It
must have been made by sick
people. There is no other reason
or .possible explanation for its
existence. The movie is nothing
more than a collection of vulgar
images photographed with no
more care than a home movie.
Fiimslike "Prom Night" and
"Silent Scream" may not be quite
as .bad but they are missing the
same art, the same values. Sadly
enough,peopleare flocking to
their local theatres to see these
shallow, brutally violent stories.
For' movies that call themselves
horror movies, that's a sad and
scary thought.
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TRACKUPDATE
DANA MARCELLUS
The BSU men will split their track squad
this Saturday, sending four competitors to
the TFA~Brooks Invitational at Cal. State,
Northridge while the remainder ofthe team
hits Northwest Nazarene Colleges Invita-
tional. The scored NNC meet will begi'n at
12 p.m., featuring contests for men and
women.
Kenrick Camerud, Sean Cafferty,
Howard Conley and Chris Smith will each
have 'the chance to face down the
competition in his speciality at the
California meet, Camerud will sprint in the
400 meter dash, Cafferty will skim high
hurdles in his 110 meter race, Conley will
run in the 1500 'meters and Smith will roll
over high bars in the highjump,
Ed Jacoby, head track coach, seemed
pleased with the break his four. proteges
had received.
. "This will give these kids a great
opportunity to run against some very tough
competition from all. over California,"
Jacoby said.
The Broncos met their rivals from all
over Idaho last weekend, finishing second
to a favored University of Idaho team in
the All-Idaho track and field meet in
Bronco stadium. Third place Idaho State
scored 50 points and BSU scraped up 61
points, but neither squad could prevent the
Idaho victory with 92 points.
Idaho dominated with six. meet records,
but despite' a few mishaps nine BSU
tracksters performed well, surpassing their
previous bests in their specialities.
Dave Bradburn burned rubber to grab a
22.08 time in the 200 meters and Dave
Doerksen set a new' personal mark in the
400 meters with a 51.1 clocking.
Gene Stone turned a 1:55 flat 800 meter
run while Howard Conley's second place
finish in the 1500 meters earned him a
3:47.2 mark, third best time in B5U
history. Conley's 800 meter time is already
second best on the all-time BSU record list.
In the longer distances, Dan Will
bettered his mark in the 5000 meter run,
pacing himself to a 15:29.9 finish, while
Tony Timmerman captured his 100,000
meters in 31:48.0. .
In the field events Dave DeMers' javelin
toss of 196'2Y2" handed him second in his
event and a personal best in 1981 while
John Barrett pushed. himself to an
improved mark of 158'1" in the event,
DON RETHWISCH
Boise State's men's tennis squad had
their breaks and faults during the past week
with two wins and two losses while trying to
prepare for the division playoffs only a
week and a half away ..
The Bronco men started off with a loss
on the road to the University of Portland,
6-3. Boise then traveled to Eugene, for a
quadrangular meet with Western Washing-
ton University, The University of Oregon
and the u.sr Washington.
They started the tourney off on the right
foot, by defeating Western Washington
9-0, but then fell to Washington, 8-1. The
highlight of the match. was BSU's Chris
Nord,who . defeated his number two
opponent who was rated one of the best in
the Northwest. .
In the final match of the day for the
Broncos, they defeated, for the first time,
High jumper Chris Smith captured his
event in a jump-off against Rick Barrett of
ISU and Jim Sokolowski of Idaho at
7'1W', but his Big Sky mark was not
allowed because he .set it in a jump-off.
Sokolowski currently holds the conference
record at 7'0".
Other Broncos also suffered from bad
breaks as valuable points were' lost
throughoutthe day. The 4 x 100 relay team
false started' for a disqualification and Sean
Cafferty, steadily improving in recent
meets, was leading the 110 meter high
hurdles whenhe tripped over the last hurdle
to finish third.
"I felt as though we did as good as we
can do," Jacoby said. "We Will be a little
better later in the season, but that was a
good performance."
The BSU women will also run in Nampa
Saturday at the NNC Invitational, but
Coach Joe Neff said he would not be
pressing his team.
"Even though this is a scored meet, we
plan on running in a few selected events
with not too much doubling," Neff said.
"We \ViII have several injured athletes
return to competition and chart how they
stand regionally and nationally."
This weekend should hail the return of
senior sprinters Karma Osburn and Connie
Taylor who have been sidelined with.
injuries, according to the coach.
Although they trailed a strong Idaho
State team in points in the All-Idaho meet.
last weekend; the outing against intrastate
rivals proved successful, yielding four
school records and a national qualifying
mark by Cindy Crow in the 3000 meters.
Darla Hasselquist pushed herself to a
56.69 time in the 400 meters for a school
and meet record and a win. Cindy Crow,
already qualified in the longer 5000 meters,
made a third place finish in the 3000 meters
good enough to qualify for Nationals and
break a school record, ticking it off in
18:13.9. Diane 'Dodds also made third
place look good as she skimmed the 400
meter hurdles in 65.01, setting a new school
mark. Mary Crevelt never missed a step as .
she finished second in the 100meter hurdles
for her school record.
Besides the record breakers, BSU had
several solid first place finishers. Strong
performances came from Karen Osburn in
the 100 meter dash (meet record), Val
Dworak in the 200 meters and the 4 x 110
yard relay, consisting of Osburn, Dodds,
Dworak and Hasselquist (tied meet record).
the University of Oregon, 5-4. That win
brought the men's spring record to 18-8 and
22-8 for the year.
That record will go on the line this
weekend at the.InlandEmpire Tournament
in Moscow. Washington State, Washing-
ton and Idaho will be present for what
head coach Bus Connor calls "probably
our toughest tournament, but should get us
on the track for the division playoffs."
Following thllt tournament, the Broncos
will have a week off before the division
playoffs on the Bronco courts. Three
teams from the Northern Division (Idaho,
Montana State, Montana, and Boise State)
will plaY the three winners from the
Southern Division(Weber State, Northern
Arizona, Idaho State, and Reno) in a round
robin tournament at Flaggstaff, Arizona,
May 7-9, which will determine the Big Sky
champion. .
Rod Skyles played the B~oncos' best three - round tournament this season last weekend.
shooting a 3-over-par 219 and placing!ourth in the Bron.co Intercollegiate tournament.
W(ARM SPRINGS GOLF·
BASEB-ALLSHUFFLE
came from one hit, one walk and a fielder's
choice. However, he scored both of Boise's
Boise State's baseball club team runs, propelled by Peterson's and Acree's
continued to play two steps forward, one singles. Shaffer,hitting hot that weekend,
step backward as they wenttwo out of three connected on 2 fod ..
at University of Montana last weekend. Like iast week's, the Sunday afternoon
Terry Shaffer was the hero of the first .game resulted in a lot of runs scored against
game. Saturday, as lie pitched the the Broncos •. Mark Haggerty absorbed his
weather-abbreviated6-inning gameto a 7~5 second lossofthe season, an 11-3. blooper
win, and hit 3 for 3 with 2 runs batted in. inwhichfielding mistakes played no small
Scoring two runs was Jeff Acree, who went part.. . .
2 for 3 atthe plate .. Mike Lynch added two Boise's scoring was all on home runs, one
hits in four times at bat. . . . by MarkBcschulte who knocked in himself
In the···.first. half. ofa .·Sunday . and Kenny Anderson, and one by Acree,
doubleheader, Neil Peterson pitched' a his secOnd of the season.
sizzling two-hitter. and '. struck out ·10' 'With a travc:lingrecordpf4-2,' the
,Grizzlies to win aU grlnder;Peterson,as Broncos.wiJ}faCC'Utah State,.one of the
well as Shaffer, is no\V 2-0 on the season; . regIon'stoughet·teams, thisweekeJid in
The Broncqs didn't get manyhits,and I.ogaD.Thcy will play two'gaines on
:spccdstcr K~ Green·s tbreetimes on~ .,.Saturday and one ou SUnday;;,;
After a promising home-course showing,
the Bronco golf team will travel to
Missoula, MT this weekend to compete in
the Missoula Country Club Intercollegiate
golf tournament on Friday, Apr. 17 and.
Saturday, Apr. 19. The toumamentis
being hosted by the University of Montana
and is- being .played on the Missoula
Country Club course.
. The following Monday; Apr. 20, BSU
will play in the annual ORE-IDA
Invitational, .which is being hosted by
Treasure Valley Community College. The
. tournament will be played on the 18-hole
Ontario Municipal golf course in Ontario,
OR.
The Broncos hosted the Bronco
BUD HUMPHREY
PRE--DIVISION DIVIDE·
ON'THEUPSWING
record. isata competitive 3-7 mark.
Whitman Collegewas in town Friday to
. . d hand the women a 6-3dCfeat.
JeanBoyles'1981 women's tennis squa Boise State hosted the Un.iversitY of.:
is turning out exactly as she planned it to .'
from the beginning of the season. "We. had Portland and Eastern Washington in a
di . .. 14' 1980" d triangular meet Saturday. Afterlosing only
a sappomtmgJ- Season m , an one. Smg' l.es .match..· the Bron.cos easily
we're determined to improve, stated the .he8d'coacli. . : -, .' defeated Por~d6.3.>Portland thCll
.. A....;:. '. ,. . . 1" ·th . . ..._... • ·";;'n·t,·n·ued·'·.o· nil.'"'e 14"" __ 'a"'!iD'~d<two' osses;' cteall1S "''' 1'-0 .
'Intercollegiate golf tournament last w~ek-
end on Boise's Warm Springs Golf Course.
The University of Portland took the team
title for the second consecutive year by
.outdistancing the University of Idaho 1,113
.to 1,127. Frank Edmonds of Portland won
his second straight individual title in the
tournament with a two-tinder par 54-hole
, total of 214. .
The Broncos finished in third out of
nine teams with a total of 1,130 strokes.
Rod Skyles led the BSU squad with a
3-over-par 219 strokes and a fourth. place
finish in. the field. JayYasumiishi was
the only other Bronco to finish in the top
ten, taking eighth place with a 222 total.
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KARL KNAPP
Wit~ his arms flailing and his body all askew, Howard Conley
pounded down ·the final 60 meters of the All-Idaho 800 meter run
Saturday, completing what is perhaps the finest middle distance
double (the 15.00and 800 meter runs) ever recorded by a Boise State
runner. .
But it would be easy to allow Conley's magnificent effort to go
unnoticed. In Boise State's losing effort to' Idaho, Conley finished
second in both the 1500 (3:47.2) and the 800 (1:52.27) losing the
former in a heartbreaker to the Vandal's Ray Prentice, the latter to
Idaho's conference 800 leader and defending champion John Trott.
What makes Conley's double so r-...-.----.,..-------.
.outstanding is the set of times he .
recorded. Howard's 3:47;2 1500
ranks him second in the Big Sky
behind Prentice, and only a little
.more than 2 seconds away from
the NCAA' qualifying standard,
while his 800 was only 1.1 seconds
off his seasonal best (1:51.1), a
time which he ran in a solo effort
against Washington State earlier
this year,
But the clincher in Conley's
performance was the interval
between his events. With only a
little more than an hour's rest,'
Conley came back from his 3:47
1500 to run the 800 facing a fresh
Trott.
Conley, a senior from Kenne- Howard Conley'
wick, Washington via Spokane Community College, is not a pretty
runner to watch and doesn't possess the greatest leg speed in the
world, but Bronco head track coach Ed Jacoby says that Howard
makes up for those deficits In other ways. .
"I think that Howard is just a tremendous competitor," said
Jacoby. "When you can come back and run 1:52 after an effort like.
that, it is really incredible".
After a mediocre junior year in which he ran 3:52 for the 1500
COnley began the 1980-81 season on the right foot by finishing 14th in
the BSC Cross-Country Championship running in the number one
position for the Broncos.
According to Jacoby, confidence and determination played integral
roles in Conley's impressive turnaround this year. Although he had
run 3:49 in junior college, his impressive cross country finale and a
good season. of winter training overcame the frustration that
accompanied last year's track season.
Conley had added incentive in Saturday's All-Idaho meet, however,
as he had yet to run a successful double this year. "I felt like I had a
little bit to prove in terms of being able to double", Conley explained;'
"Once I got into the race (the 8(0), I felt like I could carry it
through." .
Conley is making his mark in Big Sky track circles. Currently
ranked second in the conference in both the 1500 and the 800 meters,
Conley has broken one BSU mark (the 800) and is threatening
.another.
As far as the conference meet is concerned, no decision has been
made yet .as to whether Conley will run both events.
"I don't want to jeopardize myself," said Conley, referring to the
consequences of a possible double at the conference meet. "If he
(Jacoby) wants me to (double) I will",
If Conley does in fact double at the BSC championship meet, look
for someone else's chances for a medal to be in jeopardy - once'
Howard gets rolling, he's damn hard to stop.
National letter of intent day for
securing recruits to next year's
teams in all sports except football
was April 8, and Boise State's
recruits so far number seven: two
in men's basketball, two in
women's volleyball, and one each
in women's track, gymnastics and
tennis.
The state of Oregon is so far the
only feeder to the Bronco
basketball team. A Eugene native
and Chemeika Junior College
star, Terry Lee, will fill the
shooting guardspot lately ravaged
by graduation, while Portland
high school standout Scott Elle
will .provide depth on the front
line.
Standing 6-4, 175 Ibs, Lee
brings· a brilliant 56.6 shooting
percentage and a 91.6 free throw
percentage,both statistics in
which the Broncos were lacking
this season. Lee has also shown
the ability to rebound and make
plays, as. his averages- of 4.3
caroms and 4.6 assists attest.
His 25.4 points a game were
fifth best among jucoplayers in
the nation last year, and he was
the number one free throw'
shooter.
ElIe, who really didn't bloom
Four Boise State athletes were
presented with the Northwest
Collegiate Women's Sports Asso-
ciation's 1981 scholar-athlete a-
ward. 25 athletes from colleges
and universities in all Divisions
throughout the Northwest were
honored recently at the Annual
General Meeting of the NCWSA.
To earn this honor a student
must maintain a GPA of 3.5 or
better, be a senior in' class
standing, and play two years .on
the varsity level with the last year
of participation taking place in
the senior year.
Boise State honorees are Sue
Servick; Sue Schenk, Nancy
Phillips, and Laura Roletto.
WOMEN'S.'.' TENNIS
«Continued from page 14
defeated EWU who in turn
defeated the Broncos 6-3.
A bright spot in the line-up was
the play of the number three
doubles team of Dana Dancer and
junior Debbie Berg, who won all
three of their weekend matches.
This week the women will host
the College of Idaho April 15, and
will be in a round' robin
tournament at Nampa on the
17-18.
Boyles added, "We have many
girls who are coming on.: and
therewill be some changing of
partners and positions, so. we're
still trying to get settled with OUf
new young line-up."
DUYANY ENCHILADA
A~DGET A
HAkD SHELL-TACO
FI\EE!
.i 120 B,oadway
until his senior year of high
school, according to BSU head
coach Dave Leach, is a 200-lb. 6-9
center. Last year at. Cleveland
High in Portland, he averaged
17.6·points and IO reboundsper
contest. "He is a very good
shooter with excellent touch,"
Leach commented. "He also has a
chance . to ..be a very good
rebounder. Scott is intelligent and
has great potential."
Cleveland High also sends
Ronda Recknor, a 5-10 volley-
baller, to BSU. Recknor, a hitter,
was an All-Region player at the
1981 junior' USVBA regionals,
and had been named most
valuable player in the 17 and
under. division at Oregon regional
championships in 1980.
"Ronda brings tremendous
volleyball experience to our
program," Boise State coach
Darlene Bailey said. "She is a
smooth player with strong com- .
petitive drive and .we expect
excellent things from her."
Another hiter, Laura Eidson,
will attend BSU after graduating.
from Sandpoint High School in
. northern Idaho. Eidson started at
the centerblocking position on the
1980 state champion team, and
led the team in kills.
Eidson will be moved to outside
Roletto, a three-year field
hockey player and school record-
holder in assists, and Sue Schenk,
a four-year field hockey veteran
and school recordholder in single
season scoring, are both physical
education majors; earning GPA's
of 3~56 and 3.50, respectively.
Sue Servick
--------- ..I
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hitter while the more experienced
Recknor will fill the center-
blocking spot. "What (Eidson)
lacks in playing experience she
.makes-upfor .in athletic ability
and desire. She will be a fine
player for us in the future, "
Bailey said, . .
Running distances for BSU next
year will be" Wendy Wolfgram,
from Pilot Rock, Oregon. Wolf-
gram was the state class A cross
country champion or runner-up
every year in high school, and
. champion of her district in the
1500 and 3000 meters last year.
"She has a great- attitude about
workouts and competition. Po-
tentially, she should do very well
on the collegiate level," women's
. track coach Joe Neff said.
'Gymnast Nicole Goodman,
from Eugene, Oregon, brings
dance expertise and good compet-
ition experience. to the Bronco
team, according to coach Jackie
Carringer. "She is very poised
and exciting to' watch on beam
and floor," she said.
The lone California recruit'
among present signees is Andrea
Pent, a Woodland Hills tennis
player. As the· number one singles
player for Taft High School, she
led the team to a 12-3 season and
third place in Los Angeles city
competition.
Servick has competed on the
tennis team for four years, the last
two years as the number one
singles player. She has maintained
a3.68 as a political science major.
Nancy Ph'illips
Phillips, a four-year basketball
competitor and a COSIDA
Academic All-American in
basketball in 1980, has main-
.tained a 3.76 as a communication
major. She was also selected as
BSU's top' woman . scholar -
athlete in last Sunday's annual
women's sports banquet.
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1974Gremlin X;low mileage,luggage rack, Ie:
super condition, 18 city,24 highway, 11495. r:n
Typing service, fast, accurate, competitive' 375.3823 r:n
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13~month 384-0319. , SS Stop and Stay is t}te fa~or~te bar in
. Yellowpine, and seeing as It 15 the only
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~ - .' _ original Stop and Stay building burned
U Ace Tyranasauras here, "relieved to. down a few years ago the newspaper ran
~ announce that my traveling companions a headline. that. . read, '.'S.top And sm..y
.1-1 .and myself have fmally closed in .on our Burns: ThOUsandS Left Hom~less." .The
,.... destination of O'Hare. Airport, ,.StopAnd Stay burned down mJanuary
Io-ol Chicago. After the bank wired and the next F~l saw the biggest baby
~ Wrongway. some money, we left. the boom in Yellowpinehistory. Just about
~ Hobo Hacienda an~. ~rovestraJg~t every married couple in town~ad a kid
;). throu..gh to JOli.ete, Illin..01s. Fear.ful that: that.. f'all,(th. e..,o..nes ..tha~ didn't.·. getr:n there would be no place to park o~ car divorced; ..that '~.>.Getting back .to< at O'Hare Airport, ~left It 1~~garage ., ~'Hare, the place.~ssun:.a heDof a lot
~ herein Joliete. Instead of ~T1Vlllg.,.we ••.b18gerth~! thOligltt~lt would. be. I
Q are riding to O'llare on the JQliete figuredwed Just waltzm ~e~oor, find
~ Rapid RW system, a systemS9. beset , and def~u~e La.rd of the ~1ll./P,llI1d
~. .with crime that the conductors don't·· ~ be bac.k.m ti~e for the 0P!WDi of the .
MISCELLANEOUS
LDS-~CAN YOU· BELIEVE IN oniEIi
GODS AND BE A CHRISTIAN,? 24-hr.
recording ..
L 0 ST. A ND F 0 UN D
1orangenotebook, 2 green notebooks, 3
roo notebooks, 2 black. notebooks, 1 blue .
• notebook, l' "Music Sources," 1 "Dwyer-
Control & Gages," 1 Data Processing,. 1
Biology Lab Manual, I: Computers m
Business, .:1 Essential. Idions, in Englisb" I
Handbook, 1.•Writers option, 1 Applied
Finite Math, 1 Human Transaction, 1 New
Testament. .
I blue backpack, I beige.· sweater, 4' .
.reading glasseS, I pair of brown gloves, I
. black wallet, 7 sets of keys, 1lock, 1blue .
checkbook, 1 black identification folder~·I'
make-up bag. .
.accept money. Instead of money you
have to give the conductor a J .R.R.
tolken to ride the system.
IJIsl LA. 1lnlis Synd.
"If that's what bugging the Russians, we can sure
add a little something to the neutron bo~~ to
destroy property as well as personnel.
Yellowpine Dogcats' baseball season ..
Seeing how big this place really is, just
finding the guy might take the. better
part of a spud growing season. A person .
could hide in the corridors or bathrooms·
or the airport restaurants that sell
whitebread and processed turkey sand-
wiches. I'll get· back to you next week
and let youknow if we've found the Big
Bad One. l hope we find him soon
because the editor says that if we fool
around much longer trying to find -the
villain he'S going to start using this space
to cover the Student. Body Senate news
and you know how boring that crap is,
.Will die Ace find the baddy'? Will the.
declassified getthe ax? Willyo'u win a
free ticket to this week's .'SPB movie
Breaking Away'? YouwiU ifyoucomc:·
up to the News office and tell .the
secretary the·name of" theDean 'of the
School of Education. Only four tickets
will be given.away,so hurry.
•
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<::Nina'[/(ah[e
colt 'oneg
, ,
o • • an unbeatable combination
11 rnXTunr Or- OItIGITIl\L LTITICllt.nUSICl\TID InTIT,
CIt'l\IT, l\TID·DJIl\ltltr nunolt.
Saturday April 25 , 8,PM
BSUStudent 'Union Ballroom.. - - .
Students $2.00,'
. .
General Admission' and ,BSUAlumni
$4.00 . . ,~
Tickets OIl Sal~at BSU . ~ .
SUB .InformationCenter ~,'.
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